
JNS-98-33 
MEMORANDUM 

TO: ACRS Members rJ 11~ 
FROM: J. N. Sorenseny 
DATE: November 23, 1998 
SUBJECT: Risk Informed Regulation 

During one of our discussions on development of risk 
informed regulation, Dr. Savio called my attention to a 
memorandum on that subject written by Steven Mays during his 
tenure as an ACRS Fellow. Because the memo was issued on 
October 23, 1993, it uses the unreconstructed term "risk
based" regulation. The thoughts expressed are still 
relevant, however. 

Mr. Mays' memo was written in response to a draft commission 
paper documenting the staff's ideas about risk-based 
regulation and the future uses they foresaw. I have been 
unable to locate a copy of the draft paper he was commenting 
on, and as far as I can determine it was never issued in 
final form. The first three SECY papers on PRA and the 
regulatory process to appear after October 23, 1993 were 
SECY-94-003, "Plan for Implementing Regulatory Review Group 
Recommendations," SECY-94-218, "Proposed Policy Statement on 
the Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methods in Nuclear 
Regulatory Activities," and SECY-94-219, "Proposed Agency 
Wide Implementation Plan for Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
(PRA)." None of these papers appears to be a revision of 
the memo Mr. Mays was reviewing. 

Since the Committee is currently following the staff's 
development of an approach to risk informed regulation, the 
members may find Mr. Mays' memo of interest. A copy is 
attached. I have taken the liberty of omitting the first 
few paragraphs, which are no longer relevant. 

c: ACRS/ACNW Staff 



RISK-BASEP REGULATORY PHILOSOPHY 

The heart of the philosophy of the staff's proposed paper appears
in the first paragraph of the section titled "Current Regulatory
Structure". The corresponding figures show the staff's ideas about 
how rules, criteria, and quides relate to risk-based regulation.
This section follows the same pattern as the PRA working group
efforts. It examines existing guidance and the potential for 
incre:mental improvement. It does not start with the agency's 
raison d'etre and fashion a model for risk-based regulation
accordingly. 

The remainder of the section on Current Regulatory Structure spells 
out the staff's reasons for limiting the use of probabilistic based 
techniques in regulations. They accept a limited set of issues 
that are currently in place and some that may be developed in the 
future. It is unfortunate that the staff chose to limit its 
pursuits to such a narrow vision. 

The NRC risk mandate is clear: to provide for the licensing and 
monitoring of plants such that their operation does not pose undue 
risk to the pUblic health and safety. This should be the founding 
principle for the use of probabilistic techniques in licensing or 
monitoring the operation of nuclear power plants. starting with 
this premise, there are two approaches that the staff might pursue
with respect to risk-based regulation. The first approach deals 
with the idea of risk management in an absolute sense. That 
principle uses an absolute limit to acceptable risk and measures 
performance compared to the limit. The other uses risk management
techniques in a relative sense. This principle holds that each 
decision involves some potential benefit (in terms of pUblic risk)
and some cost. ThUS, the risk metric is incremental risk at some 
potential cost that is then compared to a standard of adequacy. 
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It is also important to keep in mind the nature of any regulating
body or system. Its function is to define a parameter(s), measure 
the performance of the system(s), and provide adjustments to the 
system based on those measurements. It is, .in essence, a feedback 
circuit. As noted in the proposed paper, the traditional approach
has been to consider risk implicitly using ideas like defense in 
depth and single failure criterion. However, the voluminous 
regulations, review plans,. guides, and interpretations of those 
documents are based not on the ability to determine risk behavior, 
but on the ability to monitor and control surrogate performance and 
design characteristics.' 

I believe that the fundamental obstacle to increased use of risk
based techniques is tear. The statt has a long history ot doing
business with the utilities under our legal and political system.
Changes will inevitably lead to mistakes that would not have 
occurred under the existing regulatory regime. Whether the 
benefits of the new regime outweigh the effects of these mistakes 
is also an intriguing question. Avoidance of mistakes is a non
trivial factor in staff decisions regarding risk-based regulations. 

The instrument of measurement for risk-based regulation is PRA. 
For many in the staff, this instrument is not as sharp as the set 
of tools they use currently. Yet the issue of protecting the 
pUblic from undue risk ca~not be separated from the partiCUlar
regulatory mechanisms used. . 

It is also important to keep in mind the decisions that the NRC 
must make when examining how to use risk-based techniques in the 
regulatory process. Just as a different hammer is used to put up 

•
.. a house, knock out a wall, or cut a diamond, risk-based tools are 

better suited to some decisions than others. Without a precise
description of the decision to be made, it can be frustrating and 
inefficient to pursue a discussion about risk-based tools. This is 
a serious obstacle in the path of a risk-based regulatory process. 

The proposed paper provides a glimpse (albeit limited) of the staff 
concept of the regulatory decision process. Although their views 
on the regulatory process are open for debate, the delineation of 
a decision process as the framework for discussing risk-based 
regulations is a step in the right direction. 

• Without a direct link to the fU'damental principle of protecting the ~lfc fromll"due rilt, tM. prOCH' 
can go a.tray. It I. not ~l ike the .tory of the person .earching for hil ..allet ~r the l8q) po.t .a",e 
the light I. bett.r there than where the ..all.t ..a. likely lOit. 

I See Mark Stella" paper (~o·authored by Keith Dinnie from ontario Hydro and Ron Land frOll Penn State) 
on Value I.ct given at the recent Canadian Meting for an eloquent refutation of the arSll.lllent aSlainat ",I", 
PRA in the deei.ion ..lting proc•••• 
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Just as there is a fundamental principle for the existence of the 
NRC (the feedback mechanism), there are three fundamental decisions 
that the agency must make. The first decision is what should the 
rule~ be. The second decision is whethet' an applicant should 
rece1ve a license to operate a plant based on those rules. The 
third decision is whether each licensee is operating in a way that 
poses undue risk to the pUblic. Each decision is different, but 
related. They must always match with the agency's fundamental 
principle of protecting the pUblic from undue risk. 

Decisions Concerning the Bules 

What should the rules for operating a nuclear reactor be? That may
sound like a trite question, but it had to be asked at some point 
or we would not have any rules today. Today we accept that there 
should be rules. We can speculate that the ones in place haven't 
been too bad given the absence (so far) of a major catastrophe
involving the exposure of the population. It is unlikely that the 
staff (or anyone else) will expend the resources to produce from 
scratch a set of alternate rules based on risk-based techniques.
However, it is possible to look at each rule in 10CFR50 and ask the 
question, "Could the agency improve this rule using specific risk
based techniques?" 

For example, 10CFR50.53 states "No license under this part shall be 
deemed to have been issued for activities which are not under or 
within the jurisdiction of the United states". Obviously, this 
rule is not dealing with the protection of the pUblic from undue 
risk and would not be appropriate for risk-based techniques. The 
requirements of 10CFR50.70(b) (2) include a minimum of 250 square
feet of rent free office space for resident inspectors at single
unit sites. While one could make .a risk case (under the monitoring 
aspect of NRC decisions) for having a resident inspector, it would 
be difficult to justify a specific square footage of office space
(much less the rent free aspect) on a risk basis. While these 
may sound like trivial examples, there are many portions of the 
rules that deal with issues not directly related to risk. They are 
not that difficult to find (see attached table). 

For the other rules that address risk issues, much could be done. 
General Design criterion (aDC) 35 requires, "Suitable redundancy in 
components and features, and suitable interconnections, leak 
detection, isolation, and containment capabilities shall be 
provided to assure that for onsite electric power system operation
(assuming offsite power is not available) and for offsite power 
system operation (assuming onsite power is not available) the 
system safety function can be accomplished, assuming a single 
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failure." This paragraph contains many risk implications.) 

One of many risk aspects of this GDC is the idea of LOCA mitiqation
(which itself has specific risk implications by its definition of 
success) assuming a single failure (given that electric power is 
available from offsite only or onsite only sources). This implies
that plant designs that meet this criterion do not pose undue risk. 
Plant desiqns not meeting the criterion may pose undue risk and 
will therefore, not receive a license. 

This rule i. neither necessary nor sufficient to prevent undue risk 
to the public. Suppose a plant had a single train ECCS that had a 
failure probability of 1E-3 per demand. It would not pass muster 
by this rule. A plant with two such trains, each having a failure 
probability of 1E-1, would be acceptable (unless one reads the term 
"suitable redundancy" to mean a lower train failure probability).
It makes no distinction between plants with three full-capacity 
trains of ECCS and those with two such trains. It is easy to show 
the respective reliability differences. 

Among other problems, the rule does not reconcile the assumed 
benefits of using large amounts of cold water to cool the core 
during a LOCA with the potential risk of a pressurized thermal 
shock condition. Also, PRAs have shown that the reliability of 
support systems can be a greater contributor to the reliability of 
the core cooling function than the front-line components in the 
ECCS. Is it reasonable for the rules to assurne reliability of the 
most likely contributors to ECCS failure? 

I contend that a risk-based approach could produce a more flexible .. ,. (in terms of design acceptability) and a more stringent (in terms 
of risk management) rule. The Canadian and British authorities 
already recognize this concept in their approach to regulation. 

One question that arises despite starting from first principles or 
modifying the existing rules is, "Are new. rules required to protect
the pUblic from undue risk?" The current procedure for making new 
rules is more likely influenced by risk techniques. It requires
either a finding that the rule is needed to provide "adequate
protection" (a leqal term with only an inferred relevance to risk) 
or that the new rule provides "substantial additional protection"
(another legal term that relates to risk only by the requirements 
of the backfit rUle). However, this does not mean that new rules 
will be necessarily risk-based, only that somewhere in the 
administrative process risk-based issues will be discussed. 

• By the way, there f. no .uch thine ••• sinele f.ilure criterion in the rul... There is a definition 
of a sinele failure in 10CFRSO App A that is invoked in .any of the GOCs. 
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Decisions Concerning 'License Approyal 

This seems to be the easy part. Once the rules are .et, an 
applicant who provides a design that comports with the rules qets 
a license. The practice is obviously more complicated. In fact, 
this is one area where there is a host of risk-based regulatory
activity already occurring (albeit quietly). For example, the 
guidance for determining when an event must be inclUded in the 
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) is probabilistic. Initiating 
events (other than those specifically required such as a desiqn
basis LOCA) with a likelihood of occurrence less than lE-7 per year
need not be inclUded. 

It is the volumes of supporting documents (properly noted in the 
staff's proposed paper) that contain the risk-based techniques in 
use today. There are many already in place and many that could be 
better served with such techniques. The existing rules do not 
explicitly address risk issues (as the staff noted). Implementing
guidance provides risk-based interpretations of words such as 
reliable, SUfficient, redundant, independent, etc. Most of these 
are in Regulatory Guides. 

The staff believes that the area of interpretive guidance has the 
greatest potential for increased use of risk-based techniques.
However, without a tie to the fundamental principle (and a 
corresponding decomposition of that principle in the rUles) efforts 
in this area are unlikely to produce a coherent risk-based 
regulatory product though individual issues may be handled well on 
a risk basis. 

: Decisions Concerning Monitoring of Operations 

Plant monitoring is another area where the NRC is already using 
risk-based techniques. All the operating plants are now performing 
an IPE and an IPEEE. The maintenance rule encourages the use of 
risk-based techniques (albeit obliquely). Regional inspections use 
riSk insights to establish priorities to schedule inspections. The 
ASP program uses risk-based techniques to assess the importance of 
operational events. When a plant requests an extension on allowed 
outage times in technical specifications, the staff routinely uses 
risk-based techniques to assess the impact of the request. There 
are many other examples. 

still, it is undeniable that each plant is unique and has a unique 
risk profile. Without a plant specific risk analysis, it is not 
possible to know whether actions taken by the NRC or the utility 
are affecting risk positively or adversely. The bulk of NRC 
monitoring activities involve comparing the performance and 
condition of the plant to the assumptions and commitments in the 
FSAR. It should not be surprising that there is no coherent risk 
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basis for monitoring plant operations. 

Monitoring plants based on their unique risk profile entails eome 
revolutionary implications for the way the staff and utilities 
currently do business. Actions which make dramatic improvement in 
the risk profile at one plant may not have much effect elsewhere. 
Some actions would improve the risk profile at one location and 
worsen it at others. In short, the staff and the utilities would 
have to deal with safety on a plant specific basis. 

This scenario does not easily comport with the current regulatory
approach, using generic issues, generic fixes, and the underlying
assumptions of the existing and proposed regulatory impact guidance 
to mandate change. Nor could utilities rely as much on the idea 
that safety equates to compliance with a set of (semi-) static 
rules. Permitted activities at one utility may be prohibited at 
another. In short, when it comes to safe operation of plants, both 
the staff's and the utility's job would be different. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

For a variety of reasons, the topic of risk-based regulation 
appears to have caught the attention of the staff, Commission, and 
industry. The ACRS has a long history of advocacy of appropriate 
use of risk-based regulation. The current staff proposal is a step
in the right direction, but is limited in its scope. One reason 
for this limitation in scope is the lack of direction from the 
Commission. As long as the Commission asks the staff what they
think about such a broad concept instead of requiring a proposal
for implementing a specific policy with clear principles spelled 
out by the Commission, this issue will not reach a timely or useful 
conclusion. 

The ACRS has an opportunity to seize the initiative on risk-based 
regulation and constructively engage all three parties. Success of 
the initiative to implement a risk-based regulatory framework will 
require a set of principles and quidance on their implementation to 
the staff and industry. The ACRS can interact with the Commission 
to give the staff clear quidance on the direction they should qo.
This effort seems a natural extension of the Safety Goal policy
work that resulted in the committee's well received (at least by
the Chairman) letter. That subcommittee may be a good place to 
start to formulate such a concept. 

To implement a workable risk-based regulatory process, I believe 
the Commissit" 1 must set down some principles and outline tasks that 
it expects the staff (with industry help) to do. The first of 
these is to enunciate clearly that the Safety Goals establish "how 
safe is safe enough" and to take back the "adequate protection"
definition from the lawyers and tie it squarely to the Safety 
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Goals. Second (Decisions Concerning the Rules), the Commission 
should require a staff review of each section of 10CFR50 to sort 
out the risk-based sections ~rom others. The staff should 
establish the risk basis for each section•. (Why should licensees 
have to reconstitute their design bases if the NRC cannot or will 
not reconstitute its safety bases?). The staff should describe, in 
terms of risk, the implications of each section (see ECCS 
discussion above). Then the staff (with industry help) could 
propose ways to provide risk-based replacement of current rules 
where appropriate. Third (Decisions Concerning License Approval) , 
the Commission should specify that the purpose of the license 
application process is to obtain assurance that the risk profile
(or surrogates derived from the Safety Goal) is suitable. It 
should comport with the fundamental principle of protecting the 
pUblic from undue risk. Fourth (Decisions Concerning Monitoring of 
operations), the Commission should require every facility to have 
a Level III PRA and to keep it current. This analysis would then 
be the basis for jUdging the impact of actual plant events, 
potential events, and proposed changes (by either the staff or the 
utility). 

cc: R. Fraley
R. Savio 
S. Duraiswamy�
ACRS Fellows� 
ACRS Technical Staff, 
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COMPARISON WITH lOCFRSO RULES WITH RISK-BASED IMPLICATIONS 
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Requla~ionIA••oc?1 Comment. 

I I 

-""'I51"l1l0~.1---fNo 1-----------------------
I I 

-
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COMPARISON WITH lOCFR50 RULES WITH RISK-BASED IMPLICATIONS 

Comments 

50.34& 

50.35 
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50.38 
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COMPARISON WITH 10CFRSO RULES WITH RISlt-BASED IMPLICATIONS 
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'.hould not be granted. 
, I� 1 

-~50~.S~7~-'Ye.	' IThI. sectIon require. the NRC to concluae that reasonible I 
I Ia..uranc. exiat. that operation of a facility will not I· 
I endanger the health and .afety of the public.� I ____I I� , 
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COMPARISON WITH 10CFR50 ROLES WITH RISK-BASED IMPLICATIONS 
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COMPARISON WITH 10CFRSO ROLlS WITH RISlt-BASED IMPLICATIONS 
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IMPLICATIONS 
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thi8 ••ction. . 

App X f •• fhIs s.ctlon cont.in. crIt.rI. for .cc.pt.nc. of Iccs 
Ide.igns. 

--~""""=""- ~__I ------------------
App L INo II 

I-""'A-p-p-x.......-I"""s-om--e-I =T:rh'T'I'=.-::'.e=-c~t::-Iro=-n:-::drllr-::.~c:'::'u:-::.:-::.:-::e:-::.:"""":::o'=n'=e-::'.p=p=r=-o=-a="'c~hl:""""lt:"::o~u:-::s:"lI-::::n:-::g::--::.:::::t:"::a~n":lld'=.~r":lld---
I Ide.igns. To th••xtent th.t the sit.s .re not specifi.d in 
, Ith••pplic.tion, this s.ction de.l. with risk issu•• with 
I Ir••pect to th. d.cision the Commi••ion mu.t m.k. in the 
I lab••nc. of • specifi.d .it•• 
I I-.".A-p-p-N......-I Some h.,..I-.-r-u-I-I ~.~rm~I.... o~A... .... ....�I""T... .... .... l~a~r~t... p~p~N-.~b~o=-v ~.=-x~c=-.:-::p~t~£~h-::::.~t~l~t-a'=.'= l'=".
, Iwith duplicat. d••ign. at multiple .it••• 
I ,

.......,A...p-p-O~-INO ,------------------------, ,
-'="A--p"'P-:Q---' Some I=T:rh'T'I"::'."""='.....=ct::-Iro=-n:-:c=-o:-::v':":.:-::r:-::.:--:.:-::a~r:"l'I":":y~.TI:.:'t=.-.=-.='I~.~c=:it:"::Ir:o:-::n:--::.:-::p~p::r:':o:::v:':.:"fl""""1:b::."Zf=o':r=.

I I. design has been decided on. To the .xtent th.t the .it. 
I 'charact.ri.tic. c.n impact ri.k, this rule h•• ri.kI� 'imPlications. 

-=A-p-p-=R--Ir.. IThIs ••ctlon provIa•• a.t.II. of fIr. prot.ctIon program.
I Irequir.d for pl.nts. 
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